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It’s an unfortunate truth: your team is drowning in 
manual, mundane, monotonous work. Even though 
technology has been around for decades with the 
promise of improving processes for the office of the 
CFO, it’s only made things more complicated. More 
technology has created more chaos, and your team 
needs to pull and verify data from more places just 
to get the job done. It’s no wonder work has started 
to feel like a dirty word.

Self-driving work is here to fuel the journey ahead and untangle 
the complex mess that decades of technology, systems, and 
outdated processes have created.

Look at how a self-driving car radically changes how people get from point A to point B with little hands-on 
involvement. Self-driving work takes this to the next level for your processes: Less need for hands on the data itself, 
easier navigation across teams, divisions, and geographies, and complete trust that your data will arrive at the right 
time, in the right place with the highest level of integrity.


What’s worse, data integrity is being lost in it all, 
especially in the race to the reporting finish line. 
Without real-time, accurate insight into business 
operations and health, organizations can forget 
about fueling growth.



It’s time to uncomplicate. So buckle up because a 
new concept is ready to take the wheel:



Imagine a world where your financial report writes itself.



Imagine a world where you can see the health of every data point at a glance.



Imagine a world where fresh data is waiting for you each morning,

without lifting a finger or an IT request.


While it might feel unsettling to think about handing over the keys, self-driving work doesn’t completely take 
humans out of the equation. You’re still in the driver’s seat. You still get to take the wheel for the areas of work 
that need your expertise—for the things you were hired to do and love to do (not the copying and pasting, 
reformatting, and managing approvals kind of stuff). Self-driving work automates the parts of reporting and risk 
processes most prone to human error while empowering teams to continuously examine and manage the way it's 
best used in their workflows.



Think about it this way: What if roll forward was as 
easy as the app you use for personal taxes, you know 
the one that autoloads last year’s return for you? Or 
a spreadsheet warns you when you’re missing data, 
just like the refrigerator telling you your milk is about 
to expire? What if you could monitor the health of 
your financial, risk, and operational reports just like 
your health app gives you insight into your activity, 
sleep, and blood pressure—right at your fingertips?

So yeah, self-driving work is absolutely helping 
teams rid themselves of disruptive, dreadful w*rk 
that’s as risky as it is painful.

In the way automation has improved our personal 
lives, self-driving work is changing the game for 
accounting, finance, audit, and sustainability 
teams. Self-driving work tackles discrete problems 
end-to-end, giving teams building blocks to scale 
processes and eliminate menial tasks entirely 
through automation.






Show w*rk the door: Less risk, more strategy

With self-driving work, you can finally tackle that 
dirty, no-good, progress-slowing word: w*rk. 



W*rk? Yeah, if you know you know (and it might have 
you saying other words we won’t mention here).



When your teams are distributed, data is siloed, and 
the clock is always ticking, there’s a lot of complexity 
involved in keeping up with this kind of w*rk. And 
w*rk—like copying and pasting data and emailing 
back and forth versions—isn’t only tedious, but it’s 
also dangerous as every update increases risk.



You can’t steer your organization in the right 
direction when data is in question. It’s time to say 
goodbye to risky, repetitive w*rk, once and for all. It’s 
time to get back to high-value, strategic work.


[wurk] nou

 The disruptive, tedious manual tasks that get in 
the way of doing what you were destined (and 
love) to do, e.g., data collection, copying and 
pasting data, reformatting data, updating 
numbers and narrative, assigning tasks, 
managing approvals, emailing back and forth 
edits, attaching and downloading new versions…
insert all the other things that make you want to 
pound your head against your keyboard here.



Let’s do this
In this e-book, we break down real-world examples and share how self-driving work can automate and simplify 
your risk and reporting processes. Ready? Let’s go break barriers and say no to the status quo!
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Bogged down by triple quadruple checking that your data is accurate? Waiting (and waiting…and waiting some 
more) for final numbers to come through? Crossing your fingers it’s correct after countless updates?



Data accuracy is everything. So your teams are going to do everything in their power to make sure it’s right. As self-
driving cars continue to evolve, there is trust being placed in the algorithms to take over human driving decisions. 
Slightly terrifying? For those who love control, it certainly is. But, in the long run, it could mean safer roads for all. 
And to you, it might seem just as frightening to hand over the data and reporting reins to self-driving work. But the 
benefit could be a higher level of data integrity than you could ever imagine possible.



Let’s dive in to see how self-driving work is enabling accounting departments to use their superhero powers for 
work, not w*rk—even in the midst of challenges ahead.


How Self-Driving Work is 
Transforming Accounting Teams


chapter 1
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The current state: Accounting department

challenges, opportunities, and trends

More data, less resources. More expectations, less 
time. For your accounting team, it’s all about doing 
more with less (no problem, right?). When your 
organization’s future depends on your department 
and needs are ever-changing (and never-ending), it’s 
easy to get overwhelmed with w*rk.



The current disruptive state of business is making it 
difficult for accounting teams to get stakeholders 
the information they need as quickly as they need it 
(...because, of course, they needed it yesterday). In 
the layers of these tedious tasks, risk is high.

And then there’s the talent crisis. The accounting 
profession has seen a sharp decline in enrollment—

. This is no doubt having an impact on in-house 
accounting teams as well. Your team is likely feeling 
this, and the competition for talent will make it even 
more challenging to keep up.


in fact, hiring at CPA firms is down 30% in recent 
years

https://www.accountingtoday.com/news/hiring-of-accounting-grads-by-cpa-firms-declines-30
https://www.accountingtoday.com/news/hiring-of-accounting-grads-by-cpa-firms-declines-30
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With demands increasing and disruption lurking 
around the corner, there is no shortage of challenges. 
But with every challenge brings opportunity. And right 
now, there is ample opportunity for your team to bring 
positive change through automation. In a sink or swim 
situation, automation is the lifesaver that can help 
your team

 Reduce the risk of human error—automated 
processes ensure the right data is being updated in 
the right places and available to the right peopl

 Maximize compliance and security by helping with 
items such as file retention and expiratio

 Be audit-ready with an automated audit trail of 
revisions—knowing who made what edit and when

 Spend time where it counts to help your 
organization reach goals and scale quickly

While digital transformation has 
moved the needle in a largely 
positive way, it also happened so 
quickly that teams are still 
catching their breath. Rushed 
decisions led to technology 
investments 

, adding to 
the pressure teams feel.

not aligned with the 
organizational culture

https://enterprisersproject.com/article/2020/10/digital-transformation-culture-lessons
https://enterprisersproject.com/article/2020/10/digital-transformation-culture-lessons


It’s all in the technology

While technology and automation trends like robotic process automation (RPA) and artificial intelligence (AI) have 
been around for years, self-driving work has only recently entered the scene. And it’s going to pick up speed fast. 
Why? Because self-driving work can be easily applied to the painful reporting processes that slow down your team 
and can alleviate the most pressing risk. It’s having an immediate and positive impact, making your accounting 
team’s workload a heck of a lot more manageable. Not to mention getting work out the door faster, with greater 
accuracy. It’s actually transforming the way teams work—and there’s no looking in the rearview mirror.

Tips: Automate This

 Stop manually updating numbers across reports—use self-driving 
work to automate the flow of data from your trial balance into your 
financial statements with every change you make

 Don’t @ your colleagues on chat—enable automated notifications 
across your processes to speed up reviews, approvals, and delivery.
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From status quo w*rk to self-driving work:

How one accounting team is benefiting

Set the stage: Meet Nina. She’s on the financial reporting team. She’s currently sitting at home in her basement 
because, like many of her peers, she’s on a hybrid work schedule, and today is a WFH day. She’s waiting for 
accounting to record everything and produce an updated trial balance so she can get cranking away on her end. 
It’s past the deadline, and while she has no time for excuses, that’s all she’s getting. Frustrated, but with no other 
options (because it’s not like she can walk over to check in today), she continues to wait since she’s already pinged 
Ira several times.



Speaking of Ira, say hello! He’s on the accounting team and is finalizing everything. He knows Nina’s annoyed, but 
there’s so much out of his control in this month’s close process. Once completed, he moves onto other urgent 
work. Ope, he forgot to ping Nina! He immediately messages her that it’s ready.

Status quo w*rk: Already behind, Nina is finally able to start

 Exporting multiple report

 Reformatting and combining data set

 Mapping and assembling the financial statements
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Plot twist! After Nina spent an entire day 
downloading, uploading, tagging, combining, and 
updating reports, Ira shared some unfortunate 
news. There was an adjustment to the final 
numbers (for like the third time). Oops… 



Hands in the air—and not in the fun singing 
along at a concert kind of way—Nina is at a 
loss. She’s essentially wasted an entire day 
doing manual tasks that need to be redone, or 
at the very least, updated with the correct 
number. And she falls behind even more.

Self-driving work: Look, there’s no way around it—
deadlines are missed sometimes. Mistakes happen. 
But with self-driving work, Nina won’t spend one to 
two full days on time-consuming, manual tasks. She 
can spend her time where it matters. And Ira can 
breathe easy knowing that his colleagues won’t be 
chomping at the bit.



When Ira completes his part, Nina will get an 
automatic notification that he’s done. That 
adjustment to the final numbers? No sweat. With 
data that’s connected directly to the source, every 
instance of this corrected number is updated 
automatically across Nina’s reports. Phew! By 
eliminating the manual task of updating data, Nina 
can focus her superhero skills on telling the 
company story, and is confident in the data knowing 
she can trace it back to the source. Now that’s the 
kind of story you want to be a part of, right?
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Want to know how to get started with 
self-driving work? Workiva can help!

Let’s take a closer look at the accounting team’s story to see exactly how 
the Workiva platform empowers team members through self-driving work

 The global controller can rest easy knowing that self-driving work isn’t 
only improving efficiency across processes, but that there’s greater 
control and visibility into these processes. The Workiva platform 
shows exactly where the data is coming from and who’s updating it, all 
with an automated trail of revisions. Increased control and efficiency 
for the win

 The director of financial reporting, Nina in this instance, is able to 
eliminate the manual process of exporting and transforming data. She 
can focus on high-value work, the work she actually likes doing—you 
know, analyzing data and telling the company story—because she 
didn’t go to accounting school to do stuff like pulling down and 
combining spreadsheets all the time

 The accounting team, Ira included, no longer has to worry about 
sending the financial reporting team an update. By setting up 
automatic notifications, the entire team can move work along 
efficiently without the extra step of pinging or emailing colleagues.


It reduces frustration, I 
would say, which is key 
when you're in an 
extremely stressful 
reporting period. Even with 
all the other things that 
Workiva can do, just the 
fact that it can give you 
confidence in the numbers 
and help your team do 
other things rather than 
check between documents 
is extremely valuable.



Dave Jackson

VP and Group Controller

Endeavour Mining 

Self-driving work in action:

https://www.workiva.com/customers/endeavour-strikes-reporting-gold-workiva
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Inefficiencies and errors cost money. This is true across your entire organization. But inefficient and error-prone 
processes in finance? It’s happening all too often. Studies show finance teams spend  or 
managing the process. Not to mention that  believe they have made a 
significant business decision based on inaccurate financial data (yikes!). 



Don’t let the reporting process w*rk you—let self-driving work take human error and manual updates out of the 
equation. Take back your time, take back your sanity, and become the strategic business partner you were meant to be. 


75% their time gathering data
70% of finance executives and business leaders

How Self-Driving Work is 
Transforming Finance Teams

chapter 2

https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/survey-research-economic-data/Details/FPASurvey2019/
https://www.cfodailynews.com/articles/financial-errors/


The current state: Challenges and opportunities

in modernizing finance processes

It’s a brutal reality: there’s so much to do, and so little 
time. On top of growing pressure for you to do more 
as resources dwindle, you’re also expected to be a 
strategic partner to the business (no worries, piece 
of cake…). While playing a major role in strategy isn’t 
exactly new for your team, the push for finance 
transformation in an ever-disruptive business 
environment is creating even more chaos.



Outdated data and reporting processes are dragging 
teams down with manual w*rk, and that sneaky thing 
called risk is always lingering. In fact,  
worry whether financial controls are working and 
whether all documents reflect the most up-to-date 
changes to the accounts. As your team looks to 
modernize reporting processes, identifying where 
automation can help will be crucial.


55% of CFOs

Robotic process automation (RPA) isn’t new, and 
likely something your team has considered. 
According to Gartner, 

have already implemented or plan to 
implement RPA. But, in today’s world, a holistic 
technology strategy and supporting ecosystem are 
needed to truly transform the way finance teams 
work. RPA is one piece of the puzzle. “When thinking 
about automation, many CFOs have fallen into the 
trap of overusing a single technology tool—robotic 
process automation,” . “But they are 
discovering that RPA cannot be scaled to automate 
a large proportion of finance processes.”

around 80% of finance 
leaders 

Gartner says

https://www.workiva.com/resources/future-financial-reporting-survey-2017
https://www.gartner.com/en/finance/insights/robotics-in-finance
https://www.gartner.com/en/finance/insights/robotics-in-finance
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-09-08-gartner-identifies-the-top-technology-trends-that-cfos-should-address-today


One key automation player recently stepping in to 
save teams like yours? Self-driving work. Self-
driving work focuses on automations across 
fundamental reporting processes, helping your 
team get back on the strategy grind and support 
better decision-making. For example, automating 
parts of the financial close process to get accurate 
information to stakeholders faster can drive better 
decisions. In fact, one study shows that

provide timely 
information to their organization, compared to 39% 
of those that take longer. 

62% of 
teams that close within six days

By incorporating self-driving work into your 
reporting processes, you can eliminate time-
consuming, error-prone tasks like copying and 
pasting data and emailing back and forth edits. And, 
as a result, your team can

 Produce more accurate reports faster—all with 
less risk of erro

 Gain greater visibility into who did what and 
when with a robust revision history and 
automated audit trail

 Get time back in your workday for more high-
value work like analysis, review, and telling the 
right stor

 Achieve greater efficiency by automating 
repetitive tasks and orchestrating workflows
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62% of teams that 
close within six 
days provide timely 
information to 
their organization

https://www.workiva.com/resources/change-office-finance-barriers-digital-transformation
https://www.workiva.com/resources/change-office-finance-barriers-digital-transformation
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So all in all, self-driving work means your finance team will have more time to 
be the strategic partner your organization needs? Yes, indeed! In the race to 
stay competitive and be resilient, self-driving work is a winning strategy to 
ensure you are delivering more accurate insight faster to support all areas of 
your business.

Tips: Automate This

 Stop reinventing the wheel for every report—use automation to turn 
reports and data into reusable assets

 Ditch unreliable tools that don’t keep an automated trail of revisions—
equip your team with tools that increase transparency and reduce risk.



From status quo w*rk to self-driving work:

How one finance team is benefiting

Set the stage: Oh joy! It’s almost the end of another 
quarter, and Alba is smiling through her teeth 
thinking about completing her slides for the 
upcoming board report. Alba is part of the FP&A 
team at her organization and is in charge of 
compiling her team’s slides.



And while all reports can eat away at time, board 
reporting is a long, drawn-out process—gathering 
and combining data from multiple collaborators, 
emailing back and forth revisions, making manual 
updates across slides, and so much more.



Sitting at home, working remotely, her cat Tuna walks 
across the keyboard to get her attention (it’s getting 
close to dinnertime, after all).  While the “dog ate my 
homework” excuse doesn’t hold up as well these 
days, the “cat walked across my keyboard” one is legit

(glares at Tuna, who finally hops off her desk). Back 
to it.



The very thought of updating the board report is 
enough to make Alba nauseous. The major decisions 
the board will make based on this report are equal 
parts exciting and anxiety inducing. With slides 
coming in from accounting, treasury, operations, and 
more, the overall report is around 100 slides (yeah, 
100, no big deal)—with about 30 to 35 slides from 
her team.



But Alba can’t even begin to see the light at the end 
of the tunnel until she gets information gathered 
from everyone else on her team. And let’s just say, 
she never receives everything she needs “on time”—
the struggle and scramble to the finish line is real. 
It’s going to be some late nights.




Plot twist! After hours upon hours put into the 
latest board report, Alba finds an error (and she can’t 
blame Tuna for this one). She now has to update 
information manually across 20+ slides for one error.



But wait…there’s more! Even after she makes this 
update, the nightmare that is the board report 
review process reveals yet another mistake (still not 
Tuna’s fault, surprisingly). The team points the finger 
at a fat-fingered copy and paste—because these 
things happen. And Alba’s boss, the VP of finance, 
needs to review and approve these slides ASAP 
before sharing them with the CFO. Just like that, 
Alba’s late nights have quickly become all-nighters.


Status quo w*rk: With no time to spare to prepare, 
Alba gets going on the tedious w*rk of

 Gathering and combining data from multiple 
sources and system

 Copying and pasting information from last 
quarter’s repor

 Formatting (and reformatting and reformatting) slide

 Compiling commentary and making edit

 Emailing back and forth versions with colleagues
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Self-driving work: It might be scary but it’s true: the board report happens every quarter. And like it or not, cats 
walk across keyboards sometimes and fat fingers happen. But with self-driving work, Alba doesn’t have to start 
from scratch. While there will always be some manual work involved, the majority of the finance slides can be set 
up to automatically update every quarter. That’s true for the accounting, treasury, and other teams’ slides too! 



By creating a skeleton of the board deck with narrative and visualizations such as graphs, tables, and charts, Alba 
can repurpose and reuse these slides each quarter. When the graphs, tables, and charts use data connected 
directly to the source, true magic happens. Next quarter, many of the slides will automatically populate with 
refreshed data—and Alba will save hours of work. Not to mention, this significantly reduces the risk of error. 
(Unless Tuna has access to the system of record, of course. You can never be too certain what cats are really up to.) 



This means Alba has more time for strategic work, her VP of finance has more time to review the slides, and the 
CFO can be confident telling the right company story with accurate, trustworthy data.




Wait for it…another win! But Alba isn’t the only one 
on her team who benefits from self-driving work. Kia, 
another member of the FP&A team, is in charge of 
the executive financial period end deck, a 
presentation that requires monthly updates.


Instead of manual work collecting, combining, and 
formatting data for the presentation, he can also use 
a skeleton of the narrative and numbers connected 
to source data. Then every month, a refresh of the 
parameters will auto-populate financial results for 
consolidated and different segments of the 
business. Another team member saved from 
horrendous w*rk. If self-driving work can transform 
these reporting processes for Alba and her team, 
imagine the possibilities for your team’s biggest 
reporting pains.
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Benefits of self-driving work with the Workiva platform

 Both Alba and Kia from the FP&A team are able to automate the tedious 
tasks that get in their way of being strategic. Connected data means they 
don’t have to manually update their decks every time or worry about copy 
and paste errors. With automatic notifications, they can easily collect 
edits and approvals without ever needing to leave the platform

 The VP of finance is elated—when the finance team is more efficient, they 
complete their 30+ board report slides faster. That means the VP has more 
time to review before sharing with the CFO, and can breathe easy knowing 
every graph, table, and chart is connected to data directly from the source

 The CFO needs to be able to rely on the information being pulled from 
multiple teams and multiple sources. Whether coming from Alba, 
accounting, or treasury, the Workiva platform streamlines the entire board 
reporting process. With connected data, the CFO can focus on being 
strategic and driving the direction of the business—not worried about 
inconsistencies or mistakes when presenting to the board.

We have a lot less 
manual work.

Once you sync

the data and use

linking, it effectively 
populates the 
presentation for us.



Joel Macholan

Head of FP&A

Wintrust

The Workiva platform helps finance teams enable self-driving work to modernize and transform. Let’s take a closer 
look at how:

Self-driving work in action:

https://www.workiva.com/customers/wintrust-fpa-team-streamlines-management-reporting
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Keeping track of risk gets tricky when your time is constantly 
spent checking and cross-checking data before the next audit 
committee meeting. 



See how self-driving work is automating redundant, manual w*rk 
and allowing audit teams to efficiently manage audits, policies, 
risk assessments, and more.


How Self-Driving 
Work is Transforming 
Audit Teams

chapter 3
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The current risky state for audit teams:

Challenges, opportunities, and trends

The way audit, risk, and compliance teams operate 
has changed fundamentally in recent years. This is 
especially true in the way teams approach day-to-
day responsibilities. To keep up with rapidly 
changing demands, an  
has become an essential strategy to continuously 
evaluate and improve controls and processes.



In fact, agile projects have become the norm for 
many companies, with studies showing that 

 have incorporated an agile approach 
to their work. For audit teams like yours, agile has 
become a popular approach for audit risk 
assessments and execution, strategic risk 
management, and much more. Agile allows you to 
review processes from a holistic standpoint to see if 
they actually add value, and determine ways to 
streamline or redesign these processes entirely.


agile approach to auditing

71% of 
organizations

It’s likely your team has also considered or used 
 as a way to better understand where you 

should focus your effort. While audit analytics is not a 
new concept, honing in on what analytics can do for 
things like continuous monitoring has become 
increasingly important. But finding the time to 
dedicate to get the full value out of analytics is 
another story (you’re likely spread too thin). Not to 
mention the complexity of data just keeps increasing.



Then there’s the whole corralling of your colleagues 
to get audit issue updates (it’s never-ending and 
constantly eating away at your time). Add to that the 
expanding audit coverage expectations and staffing 
challenges—not to mention actually keeping up 
with a dynamic risk landscape—there’s no question 
that your team is feeling the pressure.


audit 
analytics

71% of organizations have 
incorporated an agile 
approach to their work

https://www.workiva.com/resources/6-steps-more-agile-approach-risk-management-strategies-right-now
https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/documents/public/pdf/learning/thought-leadership/pulse/pulse-of-the-profession-2017.pdf
https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/documents/public/pdf/learning/thought-leadership/pulse/pulse-of-the-profession-2017.pdf
https://www.workiva.com/resources/auditors-playbook-adopting-analytics
https://www.workiva.com/resources/auditors-playbook-adopting-analytics
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Never fear, self-driving work is here to get you back on track! 
As a new way to automate the tedious, manual parts of your 
processes, self-driving work can help with everything from 
automating audit issue status updates to transforming entire 
audit workflows. By automating through self-driving work, 
your team can reap the benefits of

 Automatic updates on test forms to eliminate manual tick 
and ti

 Up-to-date dashboards in real time for instant access to 
information such as issue severity, type, and statu

 Automated workflows for evidence requests, certifications, 
and mor

 Data flowing automatically through processes from 
planning to testing to reporting, all the way through issue 
follow-up



As exposures to risk increase and day-to-day responsibilities 
become more challenging, self-driving work is providing an 
opportunity for your team to scale and sustain no matter what 
disruption comes next. 


Tips: Automate This

 Stop updating audit issue statuses 
manually in a spreadsheet—use self-
driving work to automatically update 
issue type, status, and severity

 Enable automated reminders to easily 
keep track of and review audit issues 
and items nearing due dates.
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From status quo w*rk to self-driving work:

How one audit team is benefiting

Set the stage: Meet Emmett the auditor. He didn’t 
grow up wanting to be an auditor (like most of his 
peers), but he absolutely loves what he does—aside 
from a few w*rk tasks that derail his focus.



As director of internal audit at his organization, 
ensuring proper design and operating effectiveness 
across all things auditing is his specialty. Part of that 
includes monitoring the status of risks, outstanding 
issues, policy updates, and more. When keeping a 
finger on the policy pulse of the organization, he 
needs to determine if policies are kept up to date 
with regulatory, system, and organizational changes 
to properly address the risks facing the organization. 
This often means he’s working with several 
colleagues across his organization to determine if 
policies get updated when they become outdated.



That’s exactly what Lola, a controller at Emmett’s 
organization, is currently working on. 

She is updating a financial policy to address an 
outstanding audit issue. Between communicating 
with stakeholders about modifying the policy to 
figuring out its scope (not to mention getting 
approval from executives)—updating a policy is 
quite the process.



As a part of the audit issue follow-up process, 
Emmett needs to update the status of all open 
issues, including the status of the policy Lola is 
working on. Painstakingly difficult to do so? You bet! 
It’s a little like herding cats. Emmett pings Lola on 
the status of the financial policy, which is currently 
being approved and already has several “hey, just 
one last small edit” comments. Lola knows it needs 
to be completed soon, and the chief audit executive 
(CAE) will need to report on the status at the audit 
committee meeting, but it’s just not quite there. On 
top of chasing down policy statuses, Emmett is 
trying his best to keep up with all of his other audit 
responsibilities (a few too many to mention).
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Status quo w*rk: As Emmett continues his audit, he 
endures the dull w*rk of

 Contacting and getting status updates from each 
individual process or control owne

 Managing communication with stakeholders via 
back and forth email

 Updating the status of each audit issue manually 
in a spreadsheet



Long sigh. The time spent manually collecting 
information, making status updates, and 
continuously pinging his colleagues makes Emmett 
wish he would have explored his childhood dream 
job a bit more. The audit rut is real, and he’s getting 
tired of babysitting emails.

Self-driving work: The truth is Emmett and his team 
are always going to have multiple stakeholders 
involved in their audit work. And sometimes getting 
the proper information takes longer than anyone 
wants. But that doesn’t mean manually chasing 
edits and updates and managing version control has 
to be the process. With self-driving work, many parts 
of this process can be automated and improved.



With a dashboard that automatically updates the 
current status of policies and other open audit 
issues, Emmett doesn’t have to constantly ping

Lola—or anyone else for that matter. No back and 
forth emails. No waiting around. In one automated 
and very clear dashboard, he has the information he 
needs right at his fingertips. Since auditing touches 
every part of the organization, this up-to-the-
second dashboard is a true game-changer for 
Emmett’s team. They have full transparency across 
their work now.
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The Workiva platform empowers

audit teams to focus on what matters

 The director of internal audit, Emmett in this instance, can efficiently monitor a range of 
audit issues, including making sure policies are reviewed and updated. With the 
Workiva platform, he can see the status of all audits and issues directly on the 
dashboard, that way he can focus on leading his team and their audits rather than 
chasing updates. Not having to manually chase information is a massive win in 
efficiency for Emmett and his team

 For the CAE, having instant access to the status of open audit projects, audit issues, 
updates to the risk register, and more in one location is huge. The CAE can continually 
monitor controls for early detection of potential issues. All of this allows the CAE to 
make adjustments in the audit plan based on emerging risks or events and provide 
timely and valuable insights to management and the audit committee.

Audit teams can make the most of self-driving work with the Workiva 
platform. Let’s take a closer look to see how: 
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What about internal controls management? Yeah, the 
Workiva platform is helping solve the ICFR director's 
complex work too

 With robust document management, automated 
evidence requests, and real-time dashboards, the 
ICFR director can keep track of all aspects of the 
internal controls process.

Within five minutes, I got a report 
that showed me we're 80% 
complete on this, 60% complete 
on this, 30% complete on that. 
That was something that would 
have taken days if not weeks for 
people to come up with in the 
manual Excel and Word format 
that we had things in before.



Charles Silvey

Global Head of Internal Audit

Alcon

Self-driving work in action:

https://www.workiva.com/customers/alcon-rejects-status-quo-rebuilds-its-internal-audit-program
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How Self-Driving 
Work is Transforming 
Sustainability Teams


chapter 4

Sustainability teams are taking their organizations to new levels by bringing 
transparent environmental, social, and governance (ESG) data to the 
stakeholder table. As demands continue to rise, and both public and private 
organizations look to do more, the tedious w*rk of collecting, reporting, and 
keeping up with the many ESG frameworks can take a toll. 



If you’re dedicated to making a difference, self-driving work can automate the 
parts of the reporting process that are slowing you down. That way, you can get 
back to telling your ESG story with accurate, trustworthy data.
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The current state of ESG across the globe:

Demands, challenges, and opportunities


ESG demands are on the rise. Stakeholders expect 
accurate, transparent ESG data (and they want it 
now). And while disclosure requirements and 
recommendations can be murky, the importance of 
ESG reporting is clearer than ever. For private 
organizations, this may or may not ring true—at 
least not yet. While public companies keep an eye on 
the ever-changing ESG regulatory landscape, many 
forward-thinking private organizations are starting 
to take a proactive approach to ESG reporting.

For organizations that cross borders, ESG may be 
even more prevalent. Multinational companies with 
foreign subsidiaries will need to comply with local 
regulations, which can vary from region to region. 
Outside of global regulations, pressures from third 
parties have led to an increase in voluntary 
disclosures from organizations. 

reported their greenhouse gas emissions 
in 2020, which was up from 36% in 2019. 


Boston Consulting 
Group found that 61% of a pilot group of portfolio 
companies 

36%

2 0 1 9 2 0 2 0

61%

https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1v8zb72tjzcy3/It-s-Time-for-Private-Companies-to-Come-Clean-on-ESG
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1v8zb72tjzcy3/It-s-Time-for-Private-Companies-to-Come-Clean-on-ESG
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1v8zb72tjzcy3/It-s-Time-for-Private-Companies-to-Come-Clean-on-ESG
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It can be overwhelming when you start to think about creating or expanding an ESG reporting 
program. From stakeholder demands and cost of capital to emerging board expectations, 
here are some things to keep in mind

 , a better ESG score translates to approximately a 10% lower cost 
of capita

 ESG topics are hot button issues for many consumers:  think 
companies should be actively shaping ESG best practice

 ESG efforts affect recruitment and retention strategies, especially with millennials and 
Gen Z:  consider a company's environmental and social commitments 
when deciding where to work and 

 ESG issues are increasingly discussed in the boardroom: 
and 62% say they are a part of the board’s enterprise risk 

management discussions

According to McKinsey

83% of consumers

76% of millennials
80% of Gen Zers want a job that better aligns with 

their value

52% of directors say they are a 
regular part of the board agenda

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/why-esg-is-here-to-stay
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/library/consumer-intelligence-series/consumer-and-employee-esg-expectations.html
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56b4a7472b8dde3df5b7013f/t/5819e8b303596e3016ca0d9c/1478092981243/2016+Cone+Communications+Millennial+Employee+Engagement+Study_Press+Release+and+Fact+Sheet.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gen-z-boldest-generation-its-job-hunt-priorities-off-charts-anders/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gen-z-boldest-generation-its-job-hunt-priorities-off-charts-anders/
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/governance-insights-center/library/esg-corporate-directors-guide.html
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/governance-insights-center/library/esg-corporate-directors-guide.html
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For companies with regulatory requirements or 
private organizations thinking ahead and pushing for 
transparency, this means reporting ESG metrics. 
With endless amounts of financial and non-financial 
data—and multiple systems, sources, and people 
involved—compiling, combining, and managing the 
ESG reporting w*rk is painful (to say the least, but 
you likely have a few choice words of your own for it).



Automation in the reporting process will be crucial 
to ensure completeness and accuracy as ESG 
demands continue to skyrocket. And in the ever-
evolving ESG reporting landscape, self-driving work 
is rising to the occasion. With self-driving work 
coming in to automate the tedious, error-prone 
parts of the process, you can focus on being the 
sustainability reporting champion you were meant 
to be.


Tips: Automate This

 Break down data collection barriers—
automate the collection of ESG data from 
multiple places and people

 Use self-driving work to flow ESG data 
automatically through reports, providing a 
single source of truth across teams.
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From status quo w*rk to self-driving work:

How one sustainability team is benefiting

Set the stage: Meet Aisha. She’s excited to 
spearhead her organization’s ESG efforts, but it’s 
certainly no solo task. Along with the rest of the 
sustainability team, she sees a great opportunity to 
increase transparency by telling her organization’s 
ESG story. In a valiant effort to mature their ESG 
reporting program, Aisha gathers energy and 
emissions data every month that her entire 
organization can utilize across a variety of reports.



As director of sustainability, Aisha has several 
important responsibilities—

but nothing is more time consuming, or frustrating, 
than the manual collection and updates involved 
with reporting processes.



She truly wants to spend her time telling her 
organization’s ESG story, not fumbling through 
multiple sets of data from multiple sources.



To calculate scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions, she collects 
data such as fuel consumption, electricity 
consumption, business travel, material purchasing—
and the list goes on (and on…).



She already has a difficult time getting the 
information she needs within her own organization, 
so when it comes to gathering the data she needs 
from third parties—forget about it! Pulling teeth is 
best left to dentists, but Aisha is doing it anyway.
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Status quo w*rk: Scrambling to get her energy and 
emission data together for multiple reports, Aisha 
starts the w*rk of

 Aggregating data across systems and people 
from multiple place

 Updating information manually across several 
ESG-focused report

 Assembling data and frameworks

Plot twist! During a final review of the energy and 
emissions report, there was a last-minute update to 
the utilities information. She has already updated 
her reports and passed the information on to other 
departments. She will now be spending the next 
workday emailing her colleagues and manually 
updating across her spreadsheets, presentations, 
and documents—major facepalm. 
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Self-driving work: With self-driving work, Aisha can 
pull the data directly from the source so it flows 
automatically into her reports. That updated number 
from the utilities company? No worries! It will 
automatically pull into her energy and emissions 
reports without additional manual work on her end.



With fewer emails and manual updates, Aisha’s 
working on what’s most important: sharing the story 
of the significant progress her organization has 
made toward its ESG goals. 


Collaboration takes the cake! There’s never been a 
better time for Aisha’s colleagues across 
departments to get involved with ESG. With 
connected energy and emissions data, finance and 
management reporting teams can easily pull this 
information into the board report, audit can create 
policies for environmental monitoring, and other 
departments can utilize the information as needed 
for their purposes too—all while having access to 
timely, accurate data.



That’s right…that means that one data update will 
automatically flow through to every report and 
presentation it’s being used in! And everyone can 
simultaneously work on presentations or reports 
using that data. Team work makes the dream work, 
and Aisha is proud of her organization’s commitment 
to transparent reporting.
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The Workiva platform for 
sustainability teams:

Self-driving work for ESG data

Let’s take a closer look to see how the Workiva platform is 
helping sustainability teams enable self-driving work:

 By automating data collection and pulling updated 
numbers in real time, the director of sustainability, 
Aisha in this example, can get back to telling her 
organization’s ESG story. Pulling financial and non-
financial data from multiple sources and systems is no 
longer an issue—Aisha’s team is well on their way to 
better data, better disclosures, and a better future

 With connected data, the corporate communications 
director can have peace of mind knowing the data the 
team is putting out on the website and in press releases 
is accurate. Now that’s some truth and trust in data.

It’s an end-to-end solution.

I didn't see anyone who came 
close. We know where we are, we 
know where we're going, we 
know how to get there. And I 
know we have the right partners 
in place to help us do that.



Aya Kiy

Associate Director, ESG—Legal

Cognizant

Self-driving work in action:

https://www.workiva.com/customers/bringing-rigor-financial-reporting-esg-reports
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Conclusion

Even with uncertainty, forward-thinking organizations are looking to get ahead and remain resilient no matter what 
comes next. The answer to jump-start your journey to growth? Self-driving work. By using technology that enables 
self-driving work, you can let go of tedious, error-prone w*rk for good and build processes that are efficient, agile, 
and scalable. You might even start to find work—dare we say—enjoyable again. It’s time to go forth and be the true 
superhero you are!



Ready to ditch your nightmarish, traditional 
processes for  work?dreamy, self-driving
Workiva is helping innovative, high-growth organizations scale by simplifying complex work. Our end-to-
end platform eliminates tedious, manual tasks like gathering data, updating numbers and narrative, and 
managing approvals so you can spend fewer hours scrambling and more time strategizing. We’ve helped 
thousands of accounting, finance, audit, and sustainability teams—we can help your team too. 

Connect with one of our experts to learn how: workiva.com/request-demo
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    About Workiva


Workiva Inc. (NYSE: WK) simplifies complex work for thousands of organizations worldwide. 

Customers trust Workiva’s open, intelligent, and intuitive platform to connect data, 

documents, and teams. The results: improved efficiency, greater transparency, and less risk.

You might also like

 E-Book: 

 Webinar: 

 Webinar: 

The Playbook for High-Performing Accounting, Finance, and Complianc

Automating ESG Data Collection and Disclosure with Assurance in Min

Are We There Yet? How Self-Driving Work Can Finally Help You Achieve Finance Transformation 

https://www.workiva.com/request-demo
http://www.workiva.com
https://www.workiva.com/resources/playbook-high-performing-accounting-finance-and-compliance
https://www.workiva.com/resources/automating-esg-data-collection-and-disclosure-assurance-mind
https://www.workiva.com/resources/are-we-there-yet-how-self-driving-work-can-finally-help-you-achieve-finance
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